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Supervision 

Where: Kentucky 

Program: Time Off Supervision for Completing Programs 

https://us3.campaign-archive.com/?u=fff1fdfca39853f8918a8ac24&id=7b50bbb402 

The Kentucky Department of Corrections reviewed programs that are offered to inmates and individuals who are on 
probation or parole supervision. A new law was passed tin 2020 that allows individuals on court ordered supervision to 
receive time off their supervision term for completing programming. The agency wanted to ensure they selected the right 
programs that could result in a needed behavior change and meet the needs of their population. The University of 
Cincinnati Corrections Institute helped develop a screening tool that will be used in the program selection process to 
promote positive outcomes.  

 

Technology 

Where: Baltimore, Maryland 

Program: Results of aerial surveillance used to combat homicides and other violent crimes 

https://apnews.com/article/homicide-af45384dd89855bfd6e364af26fc5b5a 

A federal judge cleared a Baltimore Police Department Aerial Surveillance Pilot Program to consistently surveil the city 

for six months in order to combat homicides and other violent crimes. Results at the halfway mark of the pilot gave 

officers information on 81 criminal cases, including 19 homicides, and has helped close a higher percentage of cases with 

an arrest. The Baltimore Police Commissioner explained that the report provides an extensive review of the program’s 

progress, while fulfilling their commitment to transparency in sharing data as the program progresses. The police 
department acknowledged there still isn’t enough data to determine the program’s effectiveness. Third party researchers 

are evaluating whether the program leads to arrests and case closures, earns public support, and has a deterrent effect.  

                       

Education 

Where: Irvine, California 

Program: Educational Programs Reduce Recidivism 

https://news.uci.edu/2020/09/09/higher-education-means-lower-recidivism/  

The University of California at Irvine (UCI) is one of many California colleges that have partnered with state 

penitentiaries to give prisoners the chance to get an associate degree. Higher education is one of the most effective 

interventions for reducing recidivism. UCI has expanded on this idea and created the Leveraging Inspiring Futures 

Through Educational Degrees (LIFTED), the first in-prison B.A. degree program. It will enable individuals to earn a 
bachelor’s degree in Sociology from UCI. This program will help raise awareness of the available opportunities and 

develop new pathways for current and former prisoners to continue their education.  
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